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After having sampled various songs, the game's title song became their favorite to represent the game. The song is a live version of the song while the in-game version features a remixed version with new parts. The song is played on guitar, bass, drums, and vocals, although the latter two are recorded. The
song has been criticized by a few players for having a slow intro and having a relatively simple beat, but the song was heavily played in Guitar Hero by reviewers and fans, and in multiple Guitar Hero II Challenges. The song has also been performed live on multiple tours by Metallica, and a cover was recorded
by the band on the live album "Death Magnetic." The song, along with other Aerosmith songs, were released as downloadable content in the Wii version of Guitar Hero III. The song has made the top 20 at iTunes in many countries around the world. Career mode for the PlayStation 3 and Xbox 360 versions of
the game is played through six stages (World Tour, Europe Tour, L.A. Tour, New York City, Tokyo, and Tokyo Dome), that also tie in to their respective storylines. This time, the course of the guitar solo is altered during breakdown moments, using the Guitar Hero Master system. Players earn money when
playing songs (which comes from their audience), and can spend their money on additional songs to add to their setlist as they progress through stages. Users' reviews of Guitar Hero Metallica have been mixed. GameSpot reviewer Levi Buchanan points out that the series' multiple difficulties, or even a
different format for expert play, would have been a welcome addition to the series, but criticizes the game for a number of issues, such as the game's poor difficulty curve, only paying lip service to the rhythm tracks' importance, and the lack of original material. GameSpot reviewer Kevin VanOrd noted that
the challenge of Metallica's songs is nearly impossible, making the game's guitar solos more or less meaningless, and that Guitar Hero Metallica uses the same setlist regardless of the difficulty level, and fails to provide the advantages of expert play. Another reviewer of GameSpot noted that the most
significant element of Guitar Hero Metallica that was absent is the rhythm track.
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A special edition of the game includes a copy of the 'Tallica package, a lyrics poster, a Death Magnetic CD disc, and a guitar pick, each packaged in a 'toxic green' Metallica'Death Magnetic'sleeve. A limited amount of these will be sold as the standard package or as part of the Guitar Hero: Metallica bundle at
retail. Three tracks from the game, "S&M, Enter Sandman", "Mama Kin" and " Bleeding and Blistering ", are available as downloadable content on the Nintendo Wii Store. The game's story sees Metallica playing in local cities and high-profile venues for fans throughout the world. The band is only equipped with
one guitar and must battle through the variety of challenges offered by its Career mode. Players earn "Guitar Hero Aerosmith" points for each song they perform, which are displayed on the game's in-game level menu. Players can also earn points by playing the song in difficulty level Expert+, which requires
players to perform each song's solo more accurately. In "Career mode", players can select their band and a single song from their setlist to perform, as well as customize their in-game avatars' appearance. Each song also has several unlockable unlockable features, such as alternate costume and axe color.
After completion of Career mode, players must select a song from their band's setlist to play through in a "Battle mode" for the top point score at the end of a six-song match. The entire song, however, is playable in the Battle mode. Each of these songs contains a customizable solo and an in-game mode

named a "Challenge mode". A new segment is also added to each song called "Hero mode". Hero mode offers guitar solos for each song's guitar solo, without having to solve the song's challenge. 5ec8ef588b
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